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The foregoing chapter has highlighted the programmatic 

posi·tions of the CPI and the CPI (M) over the issues of 

agrarian refor~s and rural democracy in the democratic 

stage of revolution in India. 

It is noted that the CPI wants to achieve these tasks 

thro--1gh its 'nu:tional democratic revolution' by building 

"a national democratic front, bringing tc:x_;ether ••• the 

working class, the entire peasantry the intelligentsia and 

the non-monopolist bourgeoisie. ;rhe worker-peasant 

alliance will be the basis and prior of the front 111 • 11 'l'he 

leadership of this alliance belongs to firm anti-imperialist, 

anti feudal, anti-monopoly forces 112 • The main task of this 

national democratic revolution is to direct the national 

economy along the non-capitalist path of devel opment3 and 

other important tasks are agrarian reforms for the vast 

sections of the peasantry and democracy to the rural people. 

For the CPI(M), it is the stage of 'people's democratic 

revolution' which is nothing but an 'agrarian revolutionary 

4 
stage' • The CPI(M) strives to fulfil its 'people's 

democratic revolution '-by making alliance of the working 

class, the agricultural labourers, the poor, middle and rich 

peasants, the urban and other middle classes and the 
c: 

national bourgeoisie led by the 'working class ,:J based on 

the 'unshakable worker-peasant aliance '. 'l'he prograrrune of 

the CPI (11). takes the 'democratic agrarian stage i and the 
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Since 19 64, their debates are directed to defend their 

individual parties strategic and tactical policies. Now 

the discussion is centered round the views of the Cpi and 

the CPI(M) on the subject of agrarian reforms and rural 

democracy. The respective views of the CPI and the CPI(M) 

discussed below are nothing but the ideas emanating from 

the practice of the programmatic pledges by the respective 

political parties since 1964 to the late 1980 •s. 

Section 1 (i) CPI 's Views on Aararian Reforms -·------·-- __ .. --------
.... 

The views expressed by the party and its leaders in 

different times since 1964 on .agrarian reforms have been 

outlined here. 

Indradeep Sinha, one of the CPI leaders, stated that 

the CPI continues to regard the present stage of the Indian 

revolution as essentially democratic - and not socialist -

whose main task is the liquidation of imperialist, feudal 

and monopoly exploitation and whose strategic class alliance 

is a united front of the working class, the peasantry, the 

petty bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie prepared to 

join the struggle against .imperialism7• L-Einphasis addedJ 

' 
• I 
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For him the whole agrarian economy is in the grip of a 

deep structural crisis, under the juggernaut of the crisis 

-ridden capitalist path in India pursued by the ruling 

.. 8 
bourgeo~s~e • 

The Po~~ ~olution of the Eighth Congress of the 

CPI assessed the S·ituation and stated that from the very 

beginning the capitalist path of development pursued by the 

Congress leadership contained an inherent contradiction 

which was bound to thwart the rapid development of our 

backward economy to an advanced stage. The need for rapid 

industrialization and increase in production and food and 

raw materials demanded the establishment of a democratically 

-r~n state sector in commanding position in the economy, a 

firm curb on monopoly development and eradication of the 

remnants of feudal interests in agriculture. 

It has further stated that, in order to serve the 

interests of the bourgeoisie, whose representative it is, 

the Congress government failed to take these steps. It 

all ov1ed the monopolies to grow to unprecendented heights, 

and encouraged foreign capital to enter the country in ever 

growing proportJons. It failed to carry out land reform,· 

to give liberal assistance to agriculture to grow food and ... 
raw materials in a planned manner and to protect agriculture 

from the inroads of foreign imports and monopoly trading 

finance9 • 
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For the CPI, the capitalist path pursued by the ruling 

congress party .. is the root cause of allround national 

crisis. 11 ~1'he capitalist path has failed to solve the 

problem of economic independence of India. The economy of 

independent India is not an independent economy. _The 

development has been a slow and halting process, extremely 

painful for the masses and resulting in a miserably low 

rate of growth. The obstacles that stand in the way of 

India's achieving full economic independence can not be 

swept aside precisely because of the capitalist path 

pu;sued by the national bourgeoisie 1110 • 

It assessed the agricultural policy of the Congress 

rule since independence. The Congress rule has 

substantially curbed feudal vested interests through various 

legislative measures. This has been done with a conscious 

effort to develop and foster a class of rich peasants and 

capitalist landlords who could become the backj;)one of the 

new capitalist agrarian setup and who with state aid could 

expand _production, adopt modern techniques, develop money 

crops as raw materials for industries, build and sustain 

cooperative credit institutions, etc. 11 

Indradeep Sinha has observed that despite certain 

measures of industrial development during the ;post 

-independence period and despite the growth in the share 

of industry, construction, mining and productive infra-

structure in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) frOm 18.8 

-I 

( 
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per cent in 1950-51 to 29.9 per cent in 1978-79, nearly 

three-fourths of Indian population has continued to remain 

dependent on agriculture. He noted the recommendations in 

the Draft Sixth Five Year Plan (1978-83) prepared by the 

Planning Commission, Government of India : 11 It· is a 

historically unique fact that over the last six decennial 

census, inspite of impressive development of the large 

scale manufacturing and infra-structure sectors, the share 

of agriculture in the workforce has not diminished at all • 

. It; was 73 per cent in 1921, 73 per cent again in 1961 and.-· 

73.8 per cent i~ 1971 1112 • 
. ~· 

Behind this apparent stagnation in the composition 

Of the work force lies the deep-rooted structural crisis 

of the Indian economy. For, although the national income 

has grown at the compound annual rate of 3.5 per cent during 

1950-51 to 1978-79, as against a mere 1.2 per cent during 

1900-01 to 1945-46 for undivided colonial India, the pace 

of industrial development has been too slow and too s:. C:~if 

lopsided to relieve the pressure of agrarian overpopulation 

which was an evil legacy of the British colonial rule. 

Since modern industries have been able to absorb only 10 to 

11 per cent of the annual addition to the work force and 

the rest had to fall back on agriculture and the 

unorganised sector, the work force dependent on agriculture 

has actually increased from 101.92 millions in 1951 to 
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167.33 millions in 1971,~or form 72.8 per cent to 73.8 per 

cent or by approximately 65 millions
13

• 

For him the peasantry does not remain a homogeneous 

class under capitalism. He quoted Lenin, "The power of 

money not only crushed the peasantry but split it up. An 

enormous number of peasants were steadily ruined and turned 

into proletarians; from the minority arose a small group of 

grasping Kulaks and enterprising muzhiks, who laid hands 

upon the peasant farms and peasant lands, and who formed 

the kernel of the rising rural bourgeoisie. The forty years 

since the reform have been marked L-describirig the condition~ ~ 

of Russia nearly forty years after the Reforms of 1861_7 

by this constant process of 'depeasantising• the peasants, 

a process of slow and painful 
14 

•extinction '" • 

Indradeep Sinha stated, in India capitalism was 

super-imposed on a feudal-colonial base by the foreign 

imperialist rulers. Moreover, there was a huge dispropor-
.. ------· 

tion between· the dest):Uction of the old and the const.rl}.ction 

of the ne~. Consequently, the dominant features of 

1depeasantisation • under the colonial rule was pauperization 

of the lower layers of the peasantry. The policies _of the 

capitalist path pursued by the national bourgeoisie in the 

post-independence period, have compounded the evils of 

'depeasantisation I manifOl a15 • 
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In justification of his above statement, he cited 

infonnation from various sources. Thus he stated, ·that 

under the British rule, agricultural labourers constituted 

17.4 per cent of the work force in 1921 and 19.7 per cent in 

1951. During the first two decades of independence (1951 

-71), the proportion of agricultural labourers increased 

from 19.7 to 26.3 per cent while that of cultivating peasants 

declined from 50 to 43.4 per cent. In other words,~ one 

-seventh of the peasants during these two decades lost their 

land, and were pushed down into the ranks of land.l.ess 

16 
agricultural labourers • .Reports of the two Rural Labour -
En~irie~. have shown that while the number of agricultural 

labourers increased from 35.3 millions in 1964-65 to 54.6 

millions in 1974-75, an increase by 54.7 per cent. Thus 

employment as well as real earnings declined during the same 

17 period • 

He stated, the degree of pauperization of the 1 ower 

layers of the Indian peasantry can be judged from the figures 

of persons officially admitted as living 'below the poverty 

line •. The 'All India poverty line 1 was assumed to lie below 

the per-capita monthly consumption expenditure of Rs. 65 in 

1977-78 prices, corresponding. to a minimum daily calorie 

intake of 2400 in the rural areas. As many as 50.82 per 

cent of the total population or nearly 350 millions were 

found to fall below 'the poverty line' thus defined18• 



He. further stated, this appaling poverty of nearly 

half the rural population is partly a legacy of nearly 

centuries' long rule of British imperialism. But, it is 
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also the inevitable result·of the policies of the capitalist 

path pursued by the national bourgeoisie in the post 

independence period. During the three decades of bourgeois 

. rule, this pov~.rty has not only not diminished but has 

actually increased • 
. ~· 

The national bourgeoisie which headed the freedom 

movement, despite certain radical declarations under 

pressure of the rising peasant movement, have never really 

committed itself to any genuinely radical agrarian programme 

of abolit Lon of all forms of feudal and semi-feudal exploita

tion and distribution of land among the tillers Of the soil. 

Hence, in the post independence period; it pursued the 

narrov1, selfish and conservative class policy of curbing 

some of the worst forms of feudal exploitation and, then, 

gradually transforming feudal landlords into capitalist 

landlords and, simultaneously, developing the economy of 

rich peasants so as to increase agricUltural production and 

create a stable class base for its rule in the rural areas19 • 

It was in pursuance of this policy that the 'princely 

states • were 'integrated' into the Indian Union and· statutory 

landlordism was 'abolished', of course, with the payment of 

fat compensation. Consequently, 20 million protected 
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tenants acquired ownership right over 54 million acre. of 

land, again after payment of •purchase price 1
, which only 

the well-tO-do peasants cOUld do. But the condition of the 

unprotected tenants and sharecroppers worsened; because, 

simultaneously, ·feudal and semi-feudal landlords were 

granted legal right to •resume • land for •self-cultivation • 

by evicting tenants with the connivance or even active help 

of the police and the magistracy. various types of 
" 

capitalist measures were also adopted for •mode·rnizing 1 

20 
farming by landlords and well-to-do peasants • 

. This bourgeois policy of reforming and modernizing 

agriculture along the capitalist path proved extremely 

costly to the nation and extremely painful to the masses 

of the toiling peasantry 'and the landless labourers. 

Gr-ewth in agricultural production is a very slow and halting 
.----- - --

process. Till recently India had to spend more than Rs. 100 
.,.. 

billions in valuable foreign exchange on the import of 

foodgrains under the humiliating conditions from the 

imperialist forces. Growing poverty of the masses hampered 

expansion of the home market and even tte planning commission 

had to admit ruefully 'that the further expansion of industry 

is limited by the narrowness of the market •21 • This 

situation was seized by imperialist financial agencies like 

the World Bank (IBRD) and the International Monetary-Fund 

(IMF) to presurize India to gradually shift towards a policy 

of •export-led growth •, thereby tying Indian economy still 
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more firmly to the international capitalist chain
22

• 

A logical corollary of this reactionary policy has 

been the calculated sabotage of all further measures of land 

reforms - particularly those relating to the imposition of 

statutory ceilings on the holdings of the big landlords 

and distribution of the 1Su.rplus 1 land thus made available 

w 23 
among the landless and 1lan~poor peasants 1 

• 

Indradeep Sinha quoted Gunner Myrdal that "neither the 

political will nor the administrative resources for a radical 

or for that matter, any fairly effective land refonns were 

24 present 11 in India so far. 

For Sinha, surplus land under the amended ceiling laws 

was estimated at 215 lakh acres and out of even this sparingly 

calculated surplus of 215 lakh acres barely 17 lakh acres of 

land, or less than 8 per cent of the potential surplus, has 

been distributed so far. " . ' 

Consequently, the ownership of land as well as of other 

rural assets remains highly skewed. Indradeep Sinha opined 

that despite large scale benarni transfers with a view to 

evade •ceilings • data provided by the 26th Round of National 

Sample Surve~ (NSS) (1970-71), present a picture of gross 

inequality in the distribution of. operational. holdings25 •. 

,.. 
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Table 1 

Distribution of Operational Holdings in India in 1970-71 

:rYPes of 
peasantry 

.,.. 

Agricultural · 
Labourers 

Agricultural 
Labourers 
(having a 
small piece 
of land) 

Poor-peasants 

Small-peasants 

Middle peasants 

Rich peasants 

Landlords 

Amount of 
operational 
holdings per 
household 
(in Acre) 

Nil 

Less than 
1 acre 

1 ·to 2.5 
acres 

2.5 to 5 
acres 

5 to 10 
acres 

" 10 to 25 
acres 

More than 
25 acres 

% of the 
house
hold 

27.41 

14.93 

18.00 

16.40 

12.94 

8.10 

2.24 

100.02 

% of total amount 
of ope~ational .----
holdings cultiva
ted by this 
stratum 

Nil 

1.69 

7.60 

14.90 

22.61 

30.40 

22.83 

100.03 

While 27.41 per cent of the households operate no 

land, another ~4.93 per cent operate less than one acre 

each, and together they operate as 1 ittle as 1. 69 per cent 

of the cultivated land. These 42.34 per cent of the rural 

households, ~ndoubtedly, constitute the class of agricul-

tural labourers. Thus, landless labourers and poor peasants,. ~ 
. ' 
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though consti~uting more than 60 per cent of the households, 

operate less than 10 per cent of the land. But, at the 

other end, landlords and rich peasants, though constituting 

little more ~han 10 per cent of the households, together 

operate more than 53 per cent of the land. 

Similarly the figures supplied by the All India Rural 

.D3bt and Investment SU.z:vey conducted by the Rural Bank of 

India in 1961 and 1971 show that while the share of the 

lowest 10 per cent in the rural assets remained stationary 

at 0.1 per cent and of the top 10 per cent also remained 

~irtu-ally stationary at 51.4 and 51 per cent respectively, 

the share of.the lower middle 30 per cent declined from·2.5 

to 2 per eent while that of the upper middle 20 per cent 

increased from 79 per cent to 81.9 per cent or by 2.9 per 

cent. The number of 'poor• households (with assets of 

~. 1000 each at 1961 prices) ~eased from 30 per cent in 

1961 to 34 per cent in 197126 • 

By citing the above facts, Indradeep Sinha stated 

that 11 This extremely skewed distribution of land, capital. 

and other productive assets in the rural areas is the basic 

cause of the poverty, unemployment, pauperization and 

destitution of the majority of the rural toiling masses. 

It is also the basic cause of stagnation and crisis in the 
~ 

national economy. Furthermore, monopoly of land, capital 

and other produ"ctive assets in the hand of a tiny group of 

" . , 
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landlords is the basic cause of social political reaction, 

obscurantism and communalism in our national life 1127 • 

According to the cPI _programme, the fundamental 

characterization of the agrarian sector is that the, 

11 Inter-penetration of the strong survival of feudalism and 

growing capitalist relations are the dominant characters of 

socio-economic life in India •s countryside 1128• And 

"according to this formulation the dominant character of 

Indian agrarian economy is not the strong survivals of 

feudalism but their inter-penetration with growing capita

list relations of production. This is a description of 

the transitional, multi-structural character of the Indian 

. 29 
agrarian economy" It is explained that the 11programmatic 

formulation ••• is broad enough to cover the entire period 

of transition from semi-feudal to capitalist or dominantly 

capitalist agricul ture 1130 • 

It is suggested by the programme of the CPI that 

inspite of these changes towards capitalist agriculture the 

su.rv~val of semifeudal land relations continue to prevail. 

~emifeudal subletting· in the form of sharecropping and . - ... 

various other correlated forms of leasing, such as )oint 

partnership cultivation, etc. continue to exist in a 

sizeable proportion of the land. Usually constit~tes a 

strong survival of the semi-feudal mode of exploitation and 

is still predominant31 • 
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It further pointed out as to how the survival of 

semi-feudal modes of exploitation combined with the growth 

of commercialisation of agriculture have produced a new 

set of reactionary vested interests in the vast Iridian 

countryside. It states "landlords, and wholesale dealers, 

often combined in the same person, constitute the modern 

parasites holding up the progress of agriculture and 

supporting right reaction n32 • 

To sum up, the existing condition of the Indian 

agriculture in the post independence period is that "The 

national bourgeoisie which assumed power in 1947 compromised 

with the landlord forces sacrificing the interests of the 

tenants and other poor sections of the people. This is the 

basic underlying reason for the large scale sabotage of 

land reforms. In implementation, the landlords and bureau-

cracy nexus could successfully sabotage the land reform 

legislations, particularly the tenancy legislations, more 

so the ceiling acts. The judiciary also played a very 

33 constructive role and aided the landlord class" • 

·rherefore, 11 Trans it ion to self-cultivation by the 

feudal and sernifeudal landlords meant the transformation 

of the feudal mode of production based on appropriation 

of surplus product in the form of rent into capitalist mode 

of production based on the appropriation of su.rplus product 

in the form of surplus value (profit). In other words, it 

meant the transformation of the tenant or sharecropper into 
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an agricultural labourer, ready to sell his labour power to 

his landlord now turning into a capitalist ehte.rpreneur1134 • 

The Minimum wages Act, 1948 had been enacted for time 

to time fixation and revision of minimum wages in employment 

in which the labour is vulnerable to exploitation on account 

of its lack of organisation and weak bargaining power. The 

CPI Observed with much concern since agricultural labourers 

are unorganised, the prevailing wages are not fair to the 

--workers. 'l'he .. minimum wages in agriculture should be linked 

to the Consumer Price Index Number. .Moreover the law 
.,.· 

enforcing authority is reluctant and the employers of.the 

agricultural labourers are often powerful enough to impose 

self-fixation about the wages which are always below the 

rate fixed by the government. There are exceptions in a 

few states where left parties are strong enough to organise 

them. However the agricultural labourers are the worst 

victims of the natural vagaries and seasonal unemployment. 

The CPI is in favour of social security benefit to the 

agricultural workers. It thinks, a fairly substantial 

financial expenditure from the government exchequer should 

be provided for employment in the dull season. Besides 

that, old age pension, workers education should be provided, 

and there should be timely revision and implementation of 

minimum wages act and domestic and vested land shOuld be 

provided them free of cost3 5 • 
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AJ. though there has been enacted the Bonded Labour 

System (Abolition) Act in 1976 which has empowered the 

concerned authorities to implement the ban on bonded labour 

and to ensure the rehabilitation of such labour, still "the 

condition of agricultural workers and bonded labourers 

continues to remain deplorable. Not all bonded labourers 

have yet been released nor those released been rehabilitated. 

Agricultural workers do not get fair wage nor is there any 

all-India legislation to comprehensively tackle their 

problems. These sections of our people also suffer from 

widespread social oppression. To fight again~t these is 

a major task 1136 • 

Since feudalism was not abolished root and branch, 

feudal exploitation continued to exist side by side with 

capitalist exploitation and got intertwined with it. Hence, 

usury bondage, sharecropping, caste and social oppression 

often characterised the sale of labourpower by the agricul

tural labourers..3 7 • 

. -· 
· But the CPI thinks, the feudal and semi-feudal 

exploitation is one of fast declining features due to the 

fact that the abolition of statutory landlordism and of the 

princely states turned the protected tenants into self 

-owning peasant proprietors and removed all legal hurdles 

to the free penetration of capital in land. The spontaneous 

process of 'depeasantisation', in the context of calculated 

sabotage of radical land reforms, helped to consolidate more 
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than half the cultivated land in the hands of the just ten 

per cent of the households who were landlords and rich 

peasants. various state capitalist measures L-like green 

revolution i.e. high yielding crop production through the 

help of mechanised agricultural implements_? which serve to 

raise the technological level of agriculture, and to 

strengthen these same elements still further by increasing 

their command over land, water, seeds, fertilizers, 

implements, credit, marketable surpluses of food grains 

and, last but not the least, political leverage over the 

administration. Even the 37.5 per cent of the cultivated 

area that continued to be operated by the small and middle 

peasants, become largely market-oriented; and the high cost 

energy-intensive technology of the "green revolution" made 

the small and the. middle peasantry extremely cost-conscious. 

In the majority of cases even their farming ceased to be 

ub . t f . 38 s s~s ence ar~ng • 

The net result of these changes in the agrarian 

economy is that the old stagnant feudal-col on;i.al economy 

has been replaced by a transitional multi-structural economy' . 

in which the capitalist, the small peasant and the semi 

-feudal modes of production coexist and contend against one 

another. Though the capitalist mode of production has become 

the leading structure, it has not yet conquered the entire 

field of agriculture. Similarly though the feudal mode of 

9roduction has rapidly declined, it has not yet vanisfiid and 
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continues to exist in the form of strong remnants which 

interpenetrate the growing capitalist relations. And, 

finally, the disintegration of the feudal mode of production 

has given birth to a sizeable small peasant sector, which 

though based on the small commodity production, is no longer 

feudal nor yet capitalist, and is yet subject ·co the 1av1s of 

39 
~pi tal ist market • 

Just _p.s the bourgeoisie sought to deceive the 

agricultural labourers and poor peasants with false promise 

about 'removal of poverty 1
, similarly it sought to dupe the 

small and midcU.e peasants Hith the false propaganda that 

under the new technol CXJY of the 'green revolution' even the 

small farm can become 'viable'. On the contrary the 

Marxist logic is that - capitalism leads to the ruination 

of the small peasantry or to the depeasantisation of the 

peasantry. Therefore, the new technology is irrelevant to 

40 the small and middle peasants 

Therefore, the basic contradiction in the post 

independence period, more particularly from the late 1960s, 

is the contradiction between manufacturers and agricultu-

rists in the Indian agrarian economy. It is the contradic-

tion between the big industrial and commercial bourgeoisie 

on the one hand and the mass of the peasantry on the other. 

M3rchant capital was an exploiter of the Indian 

peasantry even during the pre-independence period. But 
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it acted as the comprador agent of Bri-tish Capital and, 

as such, played a comparatively minor role in the exploita-

tion of the peasantry. But things have changed in the post 

independence period. ~ercha~t capital has now attached 

itself to the big industrial and commercial bourgeoisie 

which have become more and more dominant in the Indian 

economy. At the head of the big bourgeoisie stand the 75 

monopoly houses who, together control about two-thirds of 

Indian industry and trade. Some of the monop.oly houses are 

Indian subsidiaries of big multinational corporations who 

control the commodity trade in several agricultural 

products, agricultural inputs and essential consumer 

41 goods • 

That is why the 'T-wenty Second National Conference • 

of the CPI •s 'All India Kisan Sabha • had declared in 1979 

__..,'one major ch~nge, brought about by the economic development 

of the post-independence period, is that the big industrial 
~· 

and commercial bourgeoisie headed by the monopolists and 

multinationals, have emerged as the main exploite~s of the 

peasantry, leaving the old feudal landlord far behind, 

whose capacity to exploit the peasantry has rapidly 

decl ined1142 • 

Monapolists and multi-nationals are the main link 

through which the burden of unequal cornmodi ty exchange in 

the international capitalist market is passed on to the 
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Indian peasantry. And this burden has Very sharply increased 

since the outbreak of the recessionary crises of world 

capitalism. 

The rapid deterioration in the terms of trade between 

India and the imperialist countries was passed on to the 

peasantry in the form of a still more rapid deterioration 

in international terms of trade between agriculture and the 

other sectors of the Indian economy. The small and middle 

peasants were the worst victims of this deterioration, 

because their unit cost of production was higher, market 

price realization was lO\ver and holding po..ver was smaller 

than that of the capitalist landlords and rich peasants. 

No wonder that the small and the middle peasantry 

constituted the main force of the mighty peasant upsurge 

th . 43 at e present t~me • 

The CPI opposes this bourgeois pol icy because it will 

further aggravate the structural crisis of not only the 

agrarian economy but also the entire national economy. 

Hence, the CPI demands defence of the small peasant, 

liquidation of semifeudal and semicapitalist landlordism, 

distribution of land among the tillers and then, gradual 

transition to socialist agriculture based on voluntary 

co-operatives of equal associate producers. 

44 
The follcxving tasks occupy the central place on 

--·agrnrian front, .. in addi·tion to some other national and 
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regional problems. The tasks and tactics will vary from 

state to state. 

i) Elimination of all feudal and semi-feudal survivals 

through the implementation of genuine land reforms and 

distribution of ceiling surplus lands to the landless and 

:::and hungry, and carrying out democratic reforms in othe.r 

sectors also. 
~· 

ii) Abundant preferential state aid to the small,· 

marginal and middle peasants. 

iii) Removal of glaring inter-regional disparities 

by concentrating on the development of backward states and 

areas. 

iv) Ensuring remunerative price for the agricultural 

produce, removal of the grip of monopolies on the rural 

market: and supply of all essential commodities to the 

peasants and agricultural labourers through effective public 

distribution system with supervision Of pOpular committees. 

v) Cancellation of debt burden of the small and 

marginal farmers and agricultural 1 abourers and scaling 

do\-.rn the other debts, and supply of cheap adequate credit 

to them, and 1 O\'/ering the tax burdens on the peasants and 

agricultural workers. 

vi) Adequate living wage to the agricultural labourers 
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and providin,g guarantees of emplO:i'ment and social security 

and peaceful life, free from the attrocities of the 

1 and.l ords and the ric11 peasants. Consumer and other 

industries should be started in rural areas to provide 

employment to the rural labour. 

vii) D:lmocratisation of local power struct11re, 

removal of the domination of vested interests and passing 

of locai po.-;er into the hands of the toiling ma~ses. 

· viil) Effective and urgent steps to be initiated to 

eliminate backwardness and illiteracy among the ·people and 

to start a big renaissance movement. 

Land to the tiller, fair wage to .the agricultural 

worker, remunerative price to the peasant and cheap food 

to the :Jeople· are the main slogans round which the battle 

is being faught - the battle for the rejection of the 

capitalist p.ath and the adOption of the non-capitalist 

path of development. 

The CPI claims that it is pursuing an integrated 

policy of diversified mass movement embracing all sections 

of the peasantry and agricultural labourers and directed 

equ.ally against the survivals of feudalism and the gro...,ring 

exploitation of the capitalist and the ~mperial ist 

monO[..JOl ies. 
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The CPI calls for a tactics in this stage of revolution 

to rely on agricultural labourers and poor peasants, unite 

solidly wi·th the small and middle peasants and try to win 

over or neutralize the rich peasants in order tq isolate and 

defeat the landlords, the usurers, the monopolists and the 

multinationals in alliance with the industrial working class 
. 45 

and other democratic classes and strata • 

The CPI visualises, the Indian agrarian economy is 

multidimensional, multi~atructural with inter-regional 

inequalities and the agrarian economy is ~hanging towards 

the capitalist mode of production. aut the process of 

change is slow and painful for the cultivating peasantry. 

As such agrarian capitalism in India is not 'pure ' 

capitalism but was characterised by the cornbination of 

capitalist forms of exploitation with the remnants of 

feudal forms of exploitation, thereby subjecting the rural 

masses to the worst feature of both feudal and capitalist 

't . 46 expl o~ at~ oq • But the land reforms of the national 

bourgeois government and the use of modern technOlogy and 

modern farming, credit system and the commodity market have 

facilitated the growth of capitalist relations and capita-

lism in agriculture. The new agricultural strategy of the 

national bourgeois government is to provide modem input 

like prorision of infrastrllCtural facilities of irrigation, 

electricity, communications, community develOpment projects 

-;tc., mainly with the financial assistance of the world ·· 

.~· 
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Bank and other international institutions, for bringing 

about; an increase in agricultural production.. And it has 

done nothing more than to pass a few land reform laws, but 

has carefully bypassed t.he radical agrarian reform for the 

interest of the vast Indian peasantry. A.c:. a result, 

capitalist landlords and rich peasants are steadily 

~merging under the aegis of bourgeois rule and serving the 

latter as faithful contingents • 
..-:·· 

The national and big bourgeoisie have exposed the 

Indian agriculture to the international financial . institu

tions. From the mid-1960 1s they are financing the projects 

for the development of infrustructural facilities for 

agricultural development with a twofold objective : 

1) Such a development will create a big market for 

the multinationals and agro-business and also facilitate 

their entrance into the country •s economy. 

2) These imperialist forces meant to develOp capita

lism in agriculture, thua integrating it with world 

capital ism. It has further devel aped and expanded credit 

coaperat:ives, marketing federation at"ld promoted tec1mol Ol:]ical 

changes. A large network of research, education and exten

sion centres was established for the grO\'rth of agriculture, 

animal husbandry etc. though all those measures have contri

buted to the development of productive forces, the main 

benefits flowing from them have been reaped by the upper 
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strata, particularly the rich peasants and landlords who 

dominate the village panchayats, credi·t societies and other 

1 ocal developmental organisations. 

Hov1ever, in the short-run ·this strategy was responsible 

for the large marketable surpluses in food grains not only 

to supply to the urban consumers, but also to build buffer 

stocks. The country achieved near self-sufficiency in 

foodgrains, as large sections of the people are below the 

poverty line having no purchasing pav.rer and leading a 

miserable life47 • 

Becau3e of the capitalist penetration the inequalities 

of income and distribution have risen to an unprecedented 

height. Agricultural labourers, poor and small peasants who 

constitute the majority in the countryside are leading a 

miserable life and living }?elO\.v the subsistence level. But 

the capitalist farmers and rich peasants are engaged in 

investing their surplus in business, transport, industry, 

l d . d 1 t · t · 't · 48 rh 11 · money- en lng an specu a lve ac·lvl les • ' e fo. OWlng 

criteria provided by Lenin are relevant to the position and 

facts of Indian agriculture. They are- 1) clnployment of 

wage-labo~r and extraction of surplus value. 

2) General com.rnoditisation. 

3) Reinv.estment of surplus production for extended 

reproduction i.e., capital producing capital. 
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Y.V.Krishna Rao (General Secretary of the CPI-AIKS) 

stated that 11 Basing on these criteria, our conclusion is 

that capitalist relations have made much headway in the 

l,:o.rge 1Jarts of the country's L,-agrarian economy J, though 

the level of these relations differ state to state, from 

. 49 
area to area 11 

• 

For· the CPI, the Indian agrarian economy is signifi-

cantly marching tovlards the grip of capital - both national, 

big and monopoly and also imperialist capital since 196.0s. 

The situation is more aggravated as the days are passing 

by. Consequently the age-old feudal grip over the agrarian 

economy has occupied the rear seat. 'I'herefore, the fight 

in the agrarian front is mainly oriented to the bi9 and 

monopoly and their foreign counter part - the imperialist 

capital. The non-capitalist path declared by the CPI in 

its prog-ramme in the stage of national democratic revolution 

is the desired path t.vith which the remnan·ts of feudal 

oppression will also be faught. In this struggle the party 

v1ill mobilise the agricultural labourers, poor, small and 

middle peasants, even the rich peasants will be brought 

into the fold along with the other working people in the 

industrial sector and other democratic minded stra·ta. The 

CPI programme does not rule out the possibility of forging 

alliance with the national bourgeoisie. Therefore, besides 

the goal of non-capitalist path and other significant goals 

are radical land reform, wiping out the remnants of 
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feudalism, democratisation in all spheres of life and 

activities of the peOple in this national democratic stage. 

Besides the formation of the programmatic policy about 

the party's stand for radical land reform in the democratic 

stage of revolution, the CPI has also put all its energy for 

launching movements through its peasant organisation and 

agricultural labourers ' organisation. The party has 

constantly fought in the parliament and state legislatures 

to enact and. enforce the actual land reform for .the interest 

of the vast peasant community. From th~ beginning the 

party's rural organisation has fully devoted itself for 

enforcing the land reforms and the establishment of the 

democratic rights of the under-privileged sections. HO\vever, 

t.ha.-t too depends upon the organisational. power of the party 

and the party's position in the state governments. 

Y. V .I<.rishna Rao, claimed "The Communist Party of India, 

the ALl India Kisan Sabha and the Bharatiya l<het Mazdoor 

Union have launched mighty militant nationwide struggles 

during 1969-72 for occupation of lands of big landlords and 

industrialists, demanding radical land reforms. Thus, under 

the direct in1pact of these powerful struggles, the ruling 

class was forced to take up the question of land reforms 

and revision of ceiling enactments. It has formulated 

national guidelines drastically revising the ceiling lav.;rs, 

lodering the ceiling limit, rr.aking the family a unit and 
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removing all the exemptions that were given earlier. The 

states have enacted revised ceiling laws, mostly based on 

. 1 . ~ 1 . ..s 0 the natlona gulae lnes • Krishna Rao claimed that the 

party played an active role in Kerala during Achutha Menon 

tvLinistry, \'lest Bengal during the Left Front Government and 

partially in Maharashtra, Gujr:at and Karnataka for land 

. t. f . lt 51 
reform and for reorgan~sa 1011 o agrJ.cu ure • 

Section 1 (ii) CPI 's Views on l<ural D=mocracy 

The viork for rural democracy is another important task 

to be performed with the radical agrarian reform in this 

national democratic stage. However, the programme of the 

CPI is very insistenton the democratisation of the rural 

sector along with that of the national political, social 

and economic life of the Indian people. Pnd this task 

should be performed, the CPI thinks, immediately in this 

declared National D2mocratic stage. 

The possible combination of classforce required for 

ensuring rural democracy in the countryside can be traced 

from the programme of the CPI. But. conceptually .rural 

democracy as a part of national democracy should be 

highlighted here to provide the context with which the idea 

of rural democracy is linked. 

The programme of the CPI has stated that the class 

forces interested in carry~ng th ou h th .... r g e programme of 
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National u=mocratic revolution are : 11 First and foremost, 

the working class"; "Second, the broad.J!!asses of the 

cultivating peasants, including the ric~asants and 

agr!cultural labourers"; "Third, the rising class of 

urban and rural in~elliSJ~ia"; "Finally the national 

'courgeoisie, excluG.ing the monopoly section"52 • L,-.&nphasis 

.a~ded..J. 

It fur,ther stated " in order to create the 

instrument for implementing the programme we will have to 

build a national democratic front, bringing together all 

the patriotic forces of the country, viz. the working class, 

the entire peasantry including the rich peasants and 

agricultural labourers, the intelli£entsia and the non 

-monOpolist bourgeoisie. · 'rhe worker-peasant alliance will 

be the basis and pivot of the front u53 • The programme 

admitted "such a front is not in existence today because 

the democratic masses are divided into a number of political 

parties, including the Congress party itself 1154 • Therefore, 

the programme stressed the ileed of ".D:vel oping out of the 

joint actions of the mass organisations of workers, peasants, 

employees and agricultural workers, as well as the Communist 

Party and other le~ and socialist P_arties, the national 

democratic front will draw its ranks not only the masses 

following the Congress but also its e._rogressive section •• ss 

L-clnphasis added_7. 
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According to the programmatic formulations of class-

forces for the national democratic revolution, the parti-

cipants from the countryside are the ''broad masses of the 

cultivating peasants, including the rich peasants and 

agricultural labourers", and the "rural intelligentsia". 

It includes, in its declared national. democratic front the 

following political parties and sections : ''other left and 

socialist parties", "the masses following the Congress" and 

"also its progressive section" if they exist in the 

countryside. 

According to the CPI, these rural class forces can be 

taken into confidence for establishing rural democracy and 

the left and socialist parties including the masses and the 

progressive section of the ntling Congress party should be 

brought within the fold of the front in the countryside to 

fulfil the requirements for the attainment of national 

demo.:...:ratic revolution and its success. 

·rhe programme has highlighted some of the aims for 
,... 

which democratic movements should be launched in the rural 

areas as a part of the national democratic movement. The 

programme stated ~ 

''This national movement will attain its countrywide 

sweep and striking force when it embraces the broad masses 

of peasantry and the agricultural labourers in the vast 

rural areas. The struggle of the broad masses of the 
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cultivating peasantry, for consistant and thorough 

completion of agrarian reform eliminating feudal survivals, 

for putting peasant economy on a sound footing, for ensuring 

protection from the expl citation by trading and usury 

capital, for the expansion of credit facilities and the 

increasing use of modern technique, as well as the struggle 

of the landless .R~~.ts and~_ricultural lab~ers fO£ 

fallow and surplus land, for minimum living wage, for 

setting up.state farms and other rehabilitation schemes for 

scheduled caste and adivasi landless - all these stru9gles 

of the broad rural masses have a national significance"56 • 

'l'he programme of the cPI has stated that the existing 

1 ocal sel £-governments under the Congress rule are running 

the administration in the name of the rural people but 

actually they have become the reliable instrument in the 

hands of the vested interests in the rural areas. The 

programme thus observed : 

''Local organs of sel £-government, which are supposed 

to draw the masses into direct administration of local 

affairs and development and thereby provide a democratic 

correction to bureaucratic centralisation and which can be 

utilised to a certain extent in favour of the people by 

forging broad democratic unity, are themselves made subject 

to the dictates of high officials with their control over 

revenue~,. advances and loans for the work of the panchayats 
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and their const.n . .<ctive activities. ·rhe powers to remove 

and supersede elected bodies of local self-government are 

used at will in order to suppress the growth of democratic 

forces. ·rhe so called Panchayati Raj of the people thus 

becomes an instrument of the bourqeoisie seeking to 

consolidate its power in the countryside 1157 • ;_-Emphasis 

addedJ. 

The programme of the CPI thus suggested with concern 

that the bourgeoisie has usurped the rural administration 

for fleecing the vast majority of the rural people. The 

existing pan.chayati raj thus becomes an instrument of 

oppress"ion over the agricultural labourers, poor and small 

peasants who constitute the majority in the Indian 

countryside. 

Y. V.Krishna Rao has observed 

11 1'he 1 andl. ords and rich peasants who have become 

pm.,rerful, are dominating the rural life, economic, social, 

political and cultural. ·rhey are dominating the village 

panchayats, co-operative societies, and 1 ocal developmental 

organizations and are fully utilising these institutions 

in collusion with the bureaucracy to their benefit. They 

are trying to perpetuate their hold on the rural masses, 

and for their narrow selfish ends are dividing the masses 

on castes and scheduled tribes people and agricultural 

1 abourers 115 8 • 
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Rural democracy can not be considered in isolation from 

radical land refonns in the vast Indian countryside. In 

Rao 's view, tv!O types of contradiction have been accentuated 

in the countryside in the rural econorn:i..c front and so also 

in the correlation of the rural classforces. He stated, 

f!< 

the existing situation is leading to the accentuation of 

two types of contradictions : between a handful of substan-

tial landowners on the one hand and the mass of the 

agricultural labourers and poor and paupe.rised peasants 

on the other hand; and between the big industrialist, 

commercial bourgeoisie and the mul tin.ationals and their 

stooges on the one side and the mass of the peasantry on 

the other59 • 

Indradeep Sinha has stated, 11 Experience of more than 

a decade of the independent class movement and class 

organisation of the .rural proletariat has brought the 

lesson home that only a radical re-structuring of the 

entire agrarian economy can liberate the agricultural 

1 abourers and poor peasants, indeed, all working peasants, 

and ru.J.:a1 artisans, from the vicious grip of class and 

caste oppression and unshackle their vast productive 

energies for rapidly rebuilding not only the rural economy 

and the rural society but the national economy and national 

polity as well 1100 • 

''\!Jork of the party branch in the villages should not 

be vie>ved in narrow economic or electoral terms. Party 
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Hork in the village is emancipatory in the broad sense. 

~'le are party fighti~ for a democratic revolution and in 

t:he villa~e we, must fight for democratic changes. Our 

party brar_:ch should. initiate and lead all struggles and 

movements for the democratic changes in the village on the 

economic, political, social and ideol cx;rical pl-ane. Not only 

landlords as a class but feudal and prefeudal ideas, 

traditions, prejudices etc. have to be fought 11 ~ 1 L- ElnphaSis 

addedJ. 

For example_, untouchability is a remnant of prefeudal 

days. Emancipation of the village is incomplete unless at least 

this most cruel and humiliating manifestation of the 

pernicious relic is ended62 • The root cause of all these 

ills was within the age-old economic disparity unfavourable 

to the weaker section all along, even in the post-indepen

dence period. Thus it is stated : 11 s ocial indignities 

emanating from the practice of untouchability and acute 

economic disparity arising out of landlessness, wage labour, 

bondage, etc. present a total picture of exploitation and 

injustice and any attempt to shake off any of these forms 

of exploitation easily invites the wrath of the vested 

interests 1163 • 

It is stated that illiteracy too is a heritage of our 

feudal and colonial past. Fight against the remnants of 

feudalism is incomplete unless we fight against its legacy. 



Therefore, the CPI should consider eradication of 

illiteracy as a part of democratic transformation of the 

village. In fact this section is the basic mass for the 

comr::unist party. Therefore, eradication of illiteracy 

is not a reformist work or a \vork to be undertaken only 

after the assumption of power. All liberation movements 

64 
have taken it up along 'ilith the struggle 
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I'he plight of v.;omen in the Indianvillaqes is another 

manifestation of feudal culture. The emancipation of the 

village can not be real until and unless the outlook of 

the villagers (including women) to the women changes. It 

is a d.ifi icul t thing to do but an indispensable thing also. 

r:f tne .. party ,joes not take work among women as a part of 

.li.s i ob, i1: will: keer-' out 50 per cent of the population 

.c: th . 65 r rom .e pU}:V 1 evJ 

.::'he p.t<Y]ramme of t:he party calls for a movement in the 

countrysiue for vlir-ing out 11 Casteism, communal ism, religious 

obscurantism and all sorts of reactionary ideas u66 • 

Fi0hts against,. ignorance caste prejudices, supersti-

ticn are all parts of the emanc ipatory work. Anything that 

concerns the welfare of the village people should be a 

ma·tter of interest where the CPI srJOuld come forv-:ard. It 

may be an elementary school or the matter of panchayat or 

cooperative society where the party should stand beside the 

toiling pi..!:.:>pl·2 dnd the peas<±rrtry to foil the ilL w1ll. of 
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~o ensu.:-•:= dem::>cratic results for the rural weaker 

section it is necessary to re~>i:3t and stop attroci-'.:ies 

and caste evils on harij ans, adivasis and oth::::r n1ral 

de£c;nd c.ivil r:Lghts and promote social 1 
. . 68 

equaL~-cy • 
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rhe GP.i ;:-Jrcx-.::Jrarnrne stat<:::d thw.t the na·tional democratic 

9overnrnent aft::'!r the na~ional democratic revolution 

11 ••• ';Jill abolish s·:Jcial and econo:nic oppres£.>i~n of one 

cast:~ by an·:Jther, as also all social and nersonal bans and 

prohibiti:"Jns imposed by the so called upper castes on lower 

casto:=s, specially the scheduled castes, in the name of 

custom, tr.:i.dition or religion. Such oppression shall be 

made p~nishable by law. It will pursue a policy of giving 

financial and other assistance for the cd1cationa1 and 

cult'...lr-:11 advancement of the people belonging to scheduled 

and social.Ly oppressed cas·tes, to er.:idicate these 

. . . 69 
~neq·..lalltles '' 

Furtherrnoro, 11 It will extend and strengthen elected 

local org,:~.ns, enhancing their powers and give them more 

resources to fulfil their resoonsibilities 1170 • 
"' 

I:1 fine, the aim of the CPI regarding rural democracy 

has ;)(:en very pn~c.1.sely stated thus : ••r.emocratisation of 

1 ocal power structure, removal o£ the domi:1ation of vested 

i:1b:lr,;;st.:s ah:j passing of local power into the hands of the 

~ '1' . 71 t...O.L 1:1g :nasses•• • 
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The !)arty has taken steps by pa.rti~ipa·ting in ·the 

panchayat r~lection and in ·the election of the various 

societies, associations and organisations as a pOlicy to 

ensure democracy for the toiling rural people. 

Particularly in 'tlest Bengal,. Kerala and Tripura the 

cpr is actively participating with the other left forces 

(since 1983) to ensure the implementation of its 

pr~rammatic policies. It aims to make the local bodies 

(Panchayats) an instrument of expediting land reform, 

democriitic reform and social justice by drawing the class 

forces into a solid alliance for the ensuing national 

democratic revolution. 

Beside the strategic :!:ormulations on ag.riicia.n reforms 

and n1.ral democracy in the programme of the CPI(M) a wide 

range of viev1s have been expressed in some other documents. 

These vie\·Js are of great .importance for determining tactics 

leading to the desired aim of it •s declared People •s 

.r::emocratic Revolution in this stage. 

In 1967, the CPI(M) adopted one of the most important 

documents regarding agrarian matters. It was entitled 
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as the basic document explaining the programmatic under

standing in very cleaL terms on the question of agrarian 

reforms. It was admitted that the activities of the 

agLarian reforms wer~ guided by a revisionist line even 

after the period of the split of the party till 1967. 

Therefore, it was felt necessary to have a proper guideline 

of tactics on the basis of the party's programme. 'Ehe 

CPI ( M) thought that the cause of old revisionist 1 ine in 

the agraria..Tl front was due to the fact that All India 

Kisan Sabha was jointly led and guided by both the CPI and 
r 

the CPI(M) till August, 196772 even after the split. 

Another important cause was the gr01t1ing disqontent among 

members within the party about the very strategy and 

tactics of the revolution in the country like India which 

in the immediate past was ruled by imperialists and \vhose 

economy was basically agrarian. On the eve of another 

split (a. gro..rp knmm as Naxalites from the CPI-M) over the 

question of Indian revolution particularly on the importance 

---of agrarian revolution the CPI (M) leadership came forward 

to explain its actual sta..'1d on the agrarian front very 
.-·· 

clearl. y before the party men and the mass following the 

party. Naturd.l.ly, the document entitled Tasks on the Kisan -----------·-·---
F~~~ (1967) has a wider significal'lce. 

This document stated that the party was gripped by 

revisionist viev/S about the role of the different strata 

of the peasantry in the agrarian revolution and its role 
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i:1 the context of antl-imperial ist, ant.i-fcudal people 's 

democratic revolution in the democratic stage. This v-,ras .• · 
due to the failure to prc)t_,erly comprehend the tasks in the 

agra.cian front. It was admitted that a sheer revisionist 

view dominated work in this front. The revisionist vievl 

permeated into the following matters, in particular 

i) regarding the actual nature of the prevailing feudal 

oppression in the countryside; (ii) regarding the type of 

feudal relationships still remaining in the country; 

( i i.i) regarding the inner-strata differences within the 

peasantry; ·(iv) regarding the penetration of capitalist 

relationship into agriculture and the nature and depth of 

the prOblem: and (v) rega~ding the actual understanding of 

the peasant problem, and real demands of the peasantry. 

·rhese assessments till 1967 in the agrarian front were 

found to be wrong and very suicidal in nature for a 

proletartan party. These were : {i) there was a compromise 

of the demands of the poor peasants and agricultural 

1 abourers - the semi-proletariat and proletariat sections 

in the countryside - for drawing the support of the middle 

peasants and rich peasants there was an undue dependence 

upon the rich peasants, (ii) there was a dangerous 

negligence of the demands of the agricultural -labourers 

and poor peasants considering that these demands might 

create problem to the party in securing the support of the 

upper r-anks and capitalist farmers, (iii) distortions rt~ere 
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caused in the movement against feudal landlords because in 

an attempt to mobilise all sections of the peasantry there 

\vas an excessive dependance on the middle and rich peasants 

rather than on the rural proletariat and poor peasants, 

and (iv) weaknesses of revisionism and opportunism were 

exhibited \vhile making even just demands for subsistent 

wages and better working conditions for the rural proleta-

riat because thare was the fear of breaking the unity of 

the peasantry if the demand for land and democrati·c rights 

of the agricultural l abou.rers would have been placed. The 

document frankly admitted that the party had failed to 

~inclucate the necessary class consciousness in the peasant 

73 
front • 

... · 

The document stated, all these movements against 

feudalism and capitalism were carried out on the basis of 

the non-M:!.rxist concept of all-in unity of the peasantry 

against feudal ism and capital ism, and in this struggle the 

motive forces of the movement - the poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers - were given lesser role to play 

lest their revolutionary role would break the unity in the 

peasant fr·.Jnt. Firstly; this kind of tendency lef.t the 

entire peasant movament on the mercy of the rich and middle 

peasants, and secondly, this revisionist leadership as it 

was a vacillating force within the peasantry, naturally 

put obstacles to any and every radical peasant movement. 

The rural proletariat (the agricultural labourers and 
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sm=Ul artisailS) and poor peasants, were put outside the 

movement, though for whom the peasant movement should have 

been organised; and in place of rural poor the rich and 

middle peasants were given prominence both in the organisa

tion and in the leadership. This was a movement led and 

organised by the rich and middle peasants, the most 

previleged sections within the peasantry - which the poor 

peasants and agricultural labourers were asked to follow .. 

The. document stated, it was a bourgeois revisionist 

out-look over the working class and peasant unity against 

feudalism and imperialism. It further stated, this kind 

of revisionism can only be avoided if the working class 

leadership over the peasant movement is established and 

if this leadership depends much on the rural proletariat 

and poor peasants who caustitite 70 per cent of the total 

rural papulation. Other subsidiary tasks are to organise 

the middle and rich peasants so that they may be kept 

a\vay from joining the feudal and capitalist landlords. 

The specific slogans in the agrarian sector should be put 

forward on the basis of the demands of the poor peasants 

and agricultural labourers and other sections of the 

peasantry should be brought nearer to this movement. In 

doing so the poor peasants and the agricultural labourers 

;-hould be made .. conscious and active so that they can work 

with the working class leadership in the peasant movement .• · 
for the restoration of land from the feudal and capitalist 
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>.:.'1 dl ords. In the agrarian front the real force of the 

peasant moveme~t is constituted with the poor peasants and 
-~·· 

agricultural labourers. H~vever, the party had actually 

failed to organise, educate, and provide them the actual 

role in the revolutionary movement against feudal and 

. de74 capitalist landlords in the country s~ • 

The document has stated that .the revisionist outlook 

in the peasant front in the past has made the peasant 

movement virtually defunct. The first attempt to rectify 

these ills in the peasant front has been made through the 

party programme. rhe programme was claimed to have put the 

correct ideological and political Outlook against the 

revisionist view. The document further stated in pursuing 

revolutionary movement in the agrarian front in this 

democratic stage of the revolution class consciousness should 

be the basis of ·the struggle for land; all the work of the 

party should be vamped anew. In order to do so, it is an 

utmost necessity to recruit and educate members from the 

poor peasants and agricultural labourers. which was actually 

neglected so far. At present the peasant front of the party 

is dominated by members from the middle and rich peasant 

sections. Unless members are properly educated in the 

ideological points of vie'.v, unless they are declassed from 

their environment and upbringing it is certain that they 

can never serve the cause of revolution. Only the interest 

of the class from wher.e they hail will be served by them. 
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The document has severly attacked the revisionist outlook 

of the leaders of the peasant movement. Therefore, the need 

of the time was to recast the forces of peasant movement, 

to bring the rural proletariat in the first rovv and let 

75 
them lead the struggle for land to a success 

The document while treating the revisionist outlook in 

the peasant front stated, another aberation was due to the 

party •s continuous and persistent emphas~s on the 

parliamentary forms of struggle undermining the mass move-

ment for the genuine demands of the people. This was 

evident from the first general elections in 1952 onwards. 

The sheer dep,endence on parliamentary measures had created 

animpression among the activists in the peasant front that 
~· 

outstanding problems in the agrarian front could be solved 

if the prnver both at the states and the centre were 

captured through elections. All these revisionist elements 

in the outlook, and other accompanying weaknesses in the 

practice actually incapacitated the revolutionary movement 

'76 in -the agrarian front • 

After analysing the nature and character of revisionism 

in the agrarian front of the party, it calls for immediate 

re-organisation of the entire peasant front on the basis of 

a revolutionary ideology. ENery member of the party in 

rural areas should work either in the Kisan Sabha (peasant 

front) or in the agricultural labour's union and.give 
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prominance to the political education of the poor peasants 

and agricultural 1 abourers so that they became able workers 

and leaders in the radical peasant movement. By class 

character they are the most dependable and sincere workers 

in this front and any negligence of them or of their cause 

will be purely anti-revolu~ionary and revisi8nist in 

77 
outlook • 

Having examined the revisionist outlook in the work 

of the peasant front by the party leadership since 

independence, the document had taken stock of the bourgeois 

1 andl ord governments ' so called radical measures in the 

name of land reform. 

The document stated, that the existing bourgeois 

-landlord government can not do anything radical to change 

the agrarian sector, because the landlords themselves are 

in the helm of pOvJer in the entire countryside and they 

constitute the main allies of the bourgeoisie. Therefore, 

any change even the capitalistic change of the entire 

agricultural sphere is not possible by this government. 

Therefore, any land reform measure of the bourgeois 

-landlord government is one of compromise with the feudal, 

semi-feudal and capitalist landlords for the obvious class 

interests of t·he existing government. It is a false hope 

that this"··government will come down to look after the 

genuine demands of the poor peasants and agricultural 
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labourers by cutting down the interests of the landlords. 

~~ the external and internal crises deepen the bourgeois 

-landlord government will try to pass the burden on to the 

general peaple and the greatest sufferers in this case 

are the peasantry and the rural proletariat 78• 

·rhe CPI { M) noted that the bourgeois-landlord state has 

been compell~ed to take certain measures but these measures 

in no way injure their own class interest. The document 

stated ''However, the bourgeois agrarian programme aims at 

achieving certain limited objectives, it seeks, in the main, 

to reform the Old-type feudal 1andl ordism by inducing the 

1 and.l ords to break up and partition their big estates among 

their kith and kin, to sell· some of their 'surplus 1 lands 

to the peasants and take to personal cultivation and 

supervision of their farms more and more though employing 

hired labour and farm servants, instead of unrestricted 

renting out of their lands to the tenants as practised 

earlier. It also attempts at creating a narrow stratum of 

rich peasantry who, to:;Jether with the new-type of landlords, 

can become not only the new political base of the bourgeoisie 

in the countryside but can also produce the 1 imited surplus 

of food grains to supply the government of feeding urban 

79 centres" • 

The document, analysed the intention behind the tall 

claims of land reform of the bourgeois-landlord government 
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since independence. ''They L,-the bourgeois-1 andl ords J do 

not aim at transforming our agriculture into a modern 

capitalist enterprise, but intend only to modify the reform 

the earlier forms of crude feudal exploitation, and 

super-impose on it capitalist forms and relations
1180

• 

The document further explained, that the new type of 

landlords and rich peasants are enjoying the surplus value 

for their ownership over the land but not for their capital 

investment over the land. The agricultural labourers who 

are actually landless peasants are not independent wage 

labourers in the true sense of the term. ·rhey are not yet 

so organised as to demand standard wages for their 

livelihood. Barring a few places, such as, places nearer 

to the cities and towns, places where cash-craps are 

produced and where intensive cultivation has taken place, 

· 4" cormnon agric~.l tural labourer receives less wage than the 

industrial labourer. The wage difference between them is .... 

too much. On the one hand, 37 per cent cultivable land is 

owned by the 5 per cent rural households and on the other 

hand a large number of peasants who constitute 70 per cent 

of the labour force in agriculture have little or no amount 

of land. ·rhis situation binds and compels them either to 

sell their labour power at a l 0\-Jer wage or to die in 

deprivation. Another effect of this situation is that it 

has created a stratum of peasants who are tenants-at-will 

who have no legal rights over the land they cul tivate81 • 
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The document stated, 11 The congress agrarian reforms 

created and extended a new-type of landlordism which 

combines in itself both the features of capitalism as well 

aS feUdaliSm, they Created a 1tenant I WhO COmbines in 

himself the features of the S'erf and the wage workers, and 

they created a rural wage-labour, who, as a pauperised 

peasant, forced by circumstances, is tied to the village 

and farming and has no other go than to accept any miserable 

wage rate his rural employer is willing to pay. His 

struggle for better wages is inseparably linked with the 

struggle for the abolition· of landlordism and for land to 

the tiller, because of no appreciable improvement in the 

way of securing better wages is possible without breaking 

the land monopoly and drastically reducing the huge number 

of the pauperised peasant army. All these aspects will 

have to be borne in mind while .formulating the programme 

on the agrarian front and building the revolutionary Kisan 

movement, which strives to unite the entire peasantry in 

t h f . ht . t l dl." di 82 e ~g aga~ns an or sm • 

'i'he document has assessed the result of the land 

reforms of the bourgeois landlord government since 

independence in its continuous rule. It stated that in the 

class structure of the rural sector government has brought 

about some changes by the penetration of capitalism and 

land reform measures: 
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(i) the old feudal landlords have sold a portion of their 

property to cope up with the ceiling of land, or (ii) they 

have created partition of their landed property among the 

family members and sometimes in fictitious names, (iii) many·. 

of them have taken the land by evicting the peasants in the 

name of self-cultivation, and (iv) many of· them cultivate 

their huge amount of land by hiring wage labour. However, 

these have existed with some variation from one state to 

another but the very exploitation remains the same. This 

strat•1m bears the features of both feudalism and capitalism. 

l'heir control ·over rural economic and social life and their 

relationsl)ip with the rich peasants made them the basis of 

the bourgeois-1 andl ord rule in the Indian countryside. NovJ 

they constitute the Oppressor and exploiter class of the 

poor peasants and agricultural labourers in the countryside83 • 

The CPI(M) goes back to the Leninist formulations in 

the analysis of the rural class structure and types of 

exploitation. It stated, ''the present countryside somewhat 

resembles, in a way, what was described by Lenin in the year 

1901, regarding Russia. He observed that in the modern 

Russian countryside 'two kinds of class antagonism exist 

side by side : First, the antagonism between the rural 

workers and employers and the second, between the peasantry 

as a whole and the landlord class as a whole. The first 

antagonism is developing and becoming acute, the second to 

a considerable degree already belongs to the past. And yet, 

inspite of this, it is the second antagonism that has the 
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most practical significance for Russian social Democratic 

at tr:e present time •. It is on this line our party was 

called upon to make a concrete study of the class changes 

brought about in the countrysi~, assess them, praperly, and 

work out its agrarian strat~gy and tactics n
84

• 

M. Basavapunnaiah stated, "This does not by any means 

imply that the present day conditions in our rural areas 

are exactly the same as in Russia of 1901. But, at the 

same time, the ~ontradiction between the peasantry as a 

whole and landlordism continues in our agrarian conclitions 1185 • 

He further commented that the land reform of the bourgeois 

. -landlord government is not and never will be the radical 

step but to adjust with the situation as demanded. The 

power of rural economy and society remains the same in the 
'· 

hands of a few who were erstwhile feudal landlqrds. He 

stated 11the Congress government with its pressure tactics 

on landlords, through the enactment of new land··ceiling 

laws, by the introduction of some amendments to the old 

land ceiling and tenancy legislations and by repeatedly 

raising the slogan of land reforms, has enabled the 

landlords to evict tenants more and more to further 

;j~rtition the land among their kith and kin, to sell some .. 

portion of their land at good prices, and to increasingly 

take to 'personal cultivation • and intensive agriculture 

and modern farming u 86 • 
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He stated, there has been a further rise in the 

percentage of agricultural labourers among the rural 

households. Millions of tenants, protected and tenants-at 

-vlill, have either been evicted outright and thrown into 

the army of landless or forced to purchase the land rights, 

paying varying prices to the landlords. The so-called 

'Green Revolution 1 has helped the landlords and the rich 

peasants in the main to benefit from the loans granted, the 

fertilisers supplied, the high-yielding varieties of the 

seed provided, and several other so called rural 

87 development programmes • 

For him, the changes effected in the agrarian set-up 

under Congress rule since 1947 can thus be summed up : 

Reduction in the old form of land-concentratL:m in the 

hands of zamindars, jagirdars and big landlords, even 

though 35 to 40 per cent of the land still concentrated in 

the hands of five to six per cent of the top landlords and 

the eviction of millions of tenants thrown into the army 

of agricultural labourers and tenants -at-vJill due to the 

plea of self-cultivation, partition of land among the 

family members or sale of a portion of land if necessary 

by the landlords. Today 's tenants are mostly 

'tenants-at-vJill • with no legal rights, and neither so 

conscious and organised as to demand ownership of the lands 

they are cultivating, or to enforce even the legally fixed 

rent, viz. one third, one fourth or one fifth of the 
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produce, as the case may be. Nearly 50 per cent or so of 

the rural households today ovm no land at all, or only tiny 

pieces of land which are totally inadequate for making out 

a livelihood, and have to hire themselves out of others 

like rich peasants and landlords. They fall into the 

category of agricultural labourers, handicraftsmen and 

those engaged in village services 88 

Another 15 per cent or so of the rural families come 

under the category of middle peasants who owp from two to 

five acres of wet land, or ten to twelve acres of dry land. 

·rhey and their families do manual labour on t·heir land, 

employ a cowherd for tending cattle and hire some agricul-

tural labourers in seasons when there is pressure of work 

. . . 89 
~n agr~cul tural operat1.ons 

·rhose who own five to ten acres of wet land or ten to 

twenty acres ·of dry land constitute some ten per cent of 

our rura1· households and are to be defined as rich peasants. 

·.rhey and their families do manual labour on their firms, 

but also employ a considerable number of wage labourers and 

farm servants. 'rhey normally not only have enough for 

their consumption needs but are also able to secure some 

1 h . h b d . . ~0 ~urp us w ~c can e converte ~nto cap~tal • 

·rhis is the basic division of the class differentiation 

with some variation occuring from state to state, and region 

to region. 
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In this given structure, it is evident that the middle 

and rich peasant households which constitute 25 pe+ cent of 

the total rural households, will not be moved by the sl cx.Jans 

of abolition of landlordism and the distribution of their 

1 and among the agricultural workers and poor peasants, 

though the slogan remains the central slogan of the agrarian 

revolution, not only because it is in the interest of the 

agricultural workers and poor peasants but also because it 

is in the objective interest of the peasants in general and 

the country as a whole. 

'I'he agricul.tural l abOu.rers and poor peasants who· are 

1 and hungry and respond to the slogan of land distribution 

wherever they are organised and led, have not felt the 

confidence to go into action for the expropriation of 

landlords' land and its distribution among the agricultural 

labourers and poor peasants. They are mostly moved into 

action for the occupation of waste lands, government lands 

and forest lands. ~en the occupation of the so-called 

surplus lands of the landlords, over and above the ceiling 

lav-:s, could be undertaken by mobilising the agricultural 

labourers and poor peasants. 3ome success hap been achieved 

in '<lest 3engal, and in Kerala where left and democratic 

pdrties are strong and they have formed state governments 

at different times91
• 

It is a fact that the ruling congress party, 1.1til ising 

its hell d over th<'-~ state and government during the oeriod - . 
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since ind8pc.:ndence, has been able to draw a sizable section 

of the l}easantry 'into its political fold and d.istrupt 

peasant uni·ty and has been trying to incapacitate the 

strong peasant movement. 'l'here are many ot~er parties 

'ilhich are eq.J.all y in teres ted in mobil ising the peasantry 

for their instant electoral gain, but they try to build the 

peasant movement on the basis of rich and middle peasants, 

unlike the peasant unity on the basis of the agricultural 

laboureL-s and poor peasants. ·rhese parties are not at all 

interc~sted in tr.:mslating int::> practice the central slogan 

--of abol it: i::>n· of landlordism and land to the actual tiller92 • 

l'he .. .phenornenw.l increase in the number of 1 andless, 

which has _nearly doubled under the Congress rule, the 

continued concentration of 35 to 40 per cent of the land in 

the hands of five to six per cent landlord households, the 

growing and large percentage of the peq_1le as high as 50 

per cent - in the category ·that falls bel OvJ the poverty 

line, poverty, hunger and misery of the great majority of 

our peoplt3 and the consequent fallin the purchasing capacity 

of the people, the deepening economic crisis and, above all, 

the aggravati::>n of the agrarian crisis, additionally 

emphasise the urgency of the agrarian revolution. 

3ut this task can not be fulfilled unless the 

revolutionary working class and its Communist Party under

take sustained and deep-going work among the peasant masses. 
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It requires the creation of a new awakening and awarness on 

the part of the peasants in general, and the toiling and 

exploited in particular, to build peasant unity, united 

organisation and a united movement, on the basis of a new 

heightened class consciousness. It demands intense efforts 

-
on the part of the proletariat and its political party to 

dislodge the bourgeois - landlord political and ideological 

hold_ on ·the peasantry, and win it as its firm and reliable 

ally in the struggle for the people's democratic 

1 
. 93 revo ut~on • 

'rhough the slogan of the complete abolition of 

1 andl ordism and distribution of land gratis among the 

agricultural labourers and poor peasants, continues to be 

the central slogan of the agrarian revolution for the 

entire stage of the People's .I:l:=mocratic Revolution, taking 

into account the structural changes effected by the Congress 

agrarian reforms, taking serious note of the existing state 

of organisation, level of consciousness a~1d degree of unity 

among the peasantry, this central slogan remains to day 

94 
still a propaganda slogan • 

Until and unless the basic slogan of abolition of 

l'a1\dl ordism and distribution of land among the landless 

and the poor peasantry becomes a slogan of action, the· 
. -~·· 

peasant movement will not be able to reach the level of 

partisan struggles on such a scale and intensity as to 

enforce partial demands such as reduction of rent, stopping 
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in the ·l'actical Line, even the partial demands have serious 

limitations under the present changed conditions, viz. when 

tenancy, rents, forced labour etc. no longer exist in the 

al d . t . t: 75 old form, sc e an Ln ensL· y • 

In the light of all these developments, the Kisan 

movement ~ed by the cPI(M), while projecting the slogan of 

seizure of landlords 1 land and its redistribution as the 

central propaganda slogan, and while organising struggles 

for waste lands, forest la.ll.ds, so-called surplus lands 

under the ce_il ing acts will have to be channelised into 

other agrarian currents. These concern the question of 

wages for rural workers, the issues of rent reduction, 

cancellation o£ peasant indebtedness, fair price for 

agricultural produce, re.duction of tax burdens, stopping 

landlords • oppr~ssion, and their police hooliganism, 

removing corruption, etc. so that all these currents can 

be harnessed into one powerful agrarian movement. other-

wise, the maximum peasant unity, isolating the handful of 

landlords and their hirelings cannot be achieved, nor 

peasant partisan forces be able to move among the peasantry. 

'rhe guerilla areas will not be able to survive and 

liberation areas and liberation forces cannot be created96. 

In this context, reference may be made to what the 

programme of the CPI (M) has stated : 11 The different 
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sections of the peasantry play different role in the 

revolution. The agricultural labourers and poor peasants 

who constitute 70 per cent of the rural households and are 

subjected to ruthless exploitation by landlords, by their 

very class position in present day society, will be basic 

allies of the working class. The middle peasantry, too, 

are the victims of the depredations of usurious capital of 

feudal and, capitalist landlords in the countryside and of 

the capitalist market, and landlord domination in rural 
'· 

life so affects their social position in inn1;1merable ways 

as to make them reliable allies in the democratic front97: 

The programme of the CPI (M) very clearly analysed its 

views on the rich peasant stratum which is helpfUl for 

determinaticn of the tactical relationship between this 

stratum and the middle, poor peasants and agricultural 

labourers. The programm3 states : 11 '.rhe rich peasants are 

a~other influential section among the peasantry. The 

Congress ~grarian reforms have undoubtedly benefited certain 

sections of 'them and to some extent they have gained under 

the rule of the new post-independence regime. They aspire 

to join the ranks of capitalist landlords and by virtue o£ 

their engaging agricultural labour on hire for work in their 

farms, they entertain hostility to them. Nonetheless heavy 

taxation, high prices for industrial goods and inflation 

constantly harass them so as to make their future uncertain • 

.Subjected to the ravages of the market under the grip of 
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the monopoiist traders, both foreign and Indian, they came 

up often against the Oppressive policies pursued by the 

bourgeois-landlord government. By and large, they can also, 

therefore, be brought into the democratic front and 

retained as allies in the peOple •s democratic revolution u
98

• 

It states that, 11the core and the basis of the peOple •s 

democratic front is the firm alliance of the working class 

and the peasantry1199 • 

The prograrnme of the CPI (M) has clearly spel t out the 

ultimate leadership of the peeple 1S IEmocratic Revolution. 

It has stated, "The peoples 1 democratic front cannot 

successfully be built and the revolution cannot attain 

victory except under the leadership of the working class of 

India and its political party, the Communist Party of India 

(Marxist). Historically no other class except the class 

is destined to play this role ••• u
100 • 

The document Tasks on the .Ki::;an Front has highlighted 

the party programme regarding the enemy of the radical 

agrarian reform, against whom the very struggle should be 

launched. it stated that the slogans of the people 1s 

democratic revolution have been rightly incorporated in the 

party programme and these are sufficient in the present 

situation for the whole rural poor in their just movement. 

As the land refonn policy of the Congress government is to 

strengthen the landlords and bourgeois 1 class alliance, so 
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the duty of the working class party is to mobilise the rural 

proletariate and peasantry against the monopoly over land 

and different types of 1 andl ordism101 • 

This document candidly confessed that the· struggle in 

the agrarian front is one of complex nature : Firstly, due 

to the complexities of relationships within the sections of 

the peasantry and between them and the agricultural labour~ 

ers, the most deprived section of the 1 ot, secondly; varied 

types of exploitation where some of them are feudalistic, 

some are purely capitalistic and some others are mixed in 
... 

nature. The document stated, the agrarian system of India 

is a unicpe_ .. combinatim of feudalistic, semi-feudalistic 

and capitalistic features, actually the capitalistic features 

have been interpolated in the feudal and semifeudal 

landlordism. Therefore, the struggle against all these 

features of exploitation has got a complex character. 

Althrugh the struggle is against all reactionaries in 

the agrarian front including the capitalist landlords, still 

the main edge of the struggle should be launched for wiping 

out the residues of feudal and the semi-feudal oppression. 

Notable feudalistic features, still existed in various ways 

in various places; these are - monopoly ownership of land, 

imposition of the high rate of tax over - the peasants, 

severe exploitation over the agricultural labourers by 

taking the scOpe of their miserable poverty, very 1ov1 rate 

of wage to the agricultural labourers, usurious money 
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agraria~ front. While exposing the Congress land ceiling 

and emphasing the need to unite different sections of the 

peasantry on different issues facing them, it stated, 

u Experience has proved that the efforts to solve the problem 

o£ redistribution of land through legislations, fixing 

ceiling on landholdings, are totally ineffective. The 
~·· 

landlords and their hangers-on are clever enough to bypass· 

all such legislations to keep with themselves the bulk of 

their lands. Our party and the Kisan and agricultural 

labour organisations should not, therefore, allow themselves 

to be fooled by the idea that the basic slogan of 'land to 

the tiller• can be realised through adopt and irnple-

mentation of legislation fixing ceilings on land holdings. 

Our party should ceaselessly educate the peasant and 

agricuJ. tural 1 abour masses that the basic slogan of 

'abolition of landlordism without compensation and giving 

land to the agriculture labourers and poor peasants free 

of cost ', is to be realised through the mass action of the 

entire peasantry. In fact, these struggles for the 

realisation of the~r basic demands are a part of the main 

revolutionary struggle, the struggle for the establishment 

of a peoples • democratic state 11104 • 

11 It is however, possible, for strong, militant and 

well organised movements of the poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers to force the um.,rilling government 

·and landlords to distribute fallow lands to some extent. 
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It is also possible. through effective mass stLuggle, to 

prevent the eviction of tenants from the land they are 

cultivating, and to achieve land for house-sites for the 

rural poor, free of cost, to a limited extent. Such 

struggle against eviction and for the distribution of 

fallow lands will also strengthen the forces of agrarian 

revolution that the revolutionary redistribution of land 

will be possible at a subsequent stage. These struggles, 

therefore, are of particular interest to the ag.ricul tural 

1 abourers and poor peasants. Directed as they are against 

the landlords and the government, no stratum of the 

peasantry, is opposed to it. Those mi.ddle peasants who are 

holding lands under landlords as tenants are, in fact, 

interested in the anti-eviction struggles. There is 1 

therefore, every possibility of making these struggles the 

. ·.--4 i ted struggles of the entire peasantry. It is , however, 

the agricultural 1 abourers and poor peasants who are 

immediately and directly interested in them. These 

struggles, therefore, can succeed only if the mass of 

agricultural labourers and poor peasants are actively drawn 

into them and the widest democratic support is built for 

th 11 105 em • 

It further stated, 11 It should also be realised that, 

while the agricultural labourers, poor peasants, middle 

peasants and rich peasants have their different (and 

sometimes even conflicting) interests, there is something 
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.-· 

which unites them all - unity against landlord oppression 

and the anti-peasant policies of the bourgeois - landlord 

state, led by the big bourgeoisie. On a series of 

questions like taxation, prices, allocation of finance for 

projects and so on. conflicts develop between the urban 

and rural sectors of the economy, conflicts also develop 

between the landlords and the rich peasants and the big 

bourgeoisie, on a number of issues. All these conflicts 

being within the framework of the class alliance of the 

bourgeoisie and landlords, they invariably attempt to 

resolve them 'peacefully', i.e. within the framework of 

their solidarity as against the proletarian strata. 

Undue emphasis on these conflicts would, therefore, lead 

the party to right - opportunist mistakes. It would, 

however, be equally wrong to dismiss these conflicts 

vlithin the class alliance of the ruling classes as of no 

significance. Occassions may, in fact, arise when these 

conflicts among the various strata of the ruling classes 

can be so utilised as to isolate the big monopolist 

bourgeoisie ~.the strongest partner of the ruling class 
•. 

alliance, the most ruthless enemy of the proletariat and 

semi-proletarian strata. This, however, depends on the 

extent to which the agricultural labourers and poor 

peasants are organised and brought into action, both on 

their own specific slogans and on the general slogans of 

the peasantry as whole 11106 • L-Elnphasis originalJ. 
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P.Sundarayya, General Secretary of the CPI(M) (1964-76), 

had summed up the strategic views of the party on agrarian 

reforms for formulating tactics from the programme of the 

communist Party of India (.t-erxist) (1964) and from the most 

important document, the Tasks on the Kisan Front (April, 

1967). 

He stated, the agrarian relationship in the present 

context of bourgeois - landlord rule in India is neither 

purely feudalistic nor purely devel aped capitalistic but_. 

is one of feudalistic and semi-feudalistic. It means 
~· 

capitalistic exploitation has been superimposed over the 

old feudalistic system. Therefore, what is needed is both 

the capitalistic and feudalistic and semi-feudalistic 

exploitation should be fought against without hesitation~' 

He further explained, that one should not misconstrue that 

the CPI (I-1) is fighting for the abolition only of feudalistic 

and semi-feudalistic exploitations and not against the 

capitalistic exploitation, that will be a wrong understand-

ing of the programme of the party and the later document 

on agrarian question. 

He further explained,· in the present day the democratic 

revolution is not the old type of bourgeois-democratic 

revolution. In the age of socialist revolution, the very 

monopoly capitalism should be fought by the leadership of 

the working class. Accordingly, the agrarian revolution in 

this age will be performed by launching struggle against 
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both the feudal and semi-feudal and capitalist landlord-

isms at a time because these are intermixed in the Indian 

condition. ·rherefore, the party calls for revolutionary 

change of all types of landlordism whether feudalistic or 

capitalistic as early as possible. These two types of 

landl ordisms are equally oppressive in nature over the vast 

sections of the peasantry and agricultural labourers in the 

Indian countryside. He has further cautioned, if these 

tasks are neglected or avoided no substantial change is 

107 expected for the poor peasants and the rural proletariat • 

Mention may be made in this connection that the CPI(M) 

like the CPI, has set the record to fight for the causes 

of the peasantry and agricultural labourers. In the post 

-emergency Legislative Assembly election in so~e states the 

CPI(M) emerged stronger, therefore, it was capable of 

forming state governments in ~/est Bengal, Tripura and 

Keral a with the alliance of other left parties {excluding 

the CPI - 1977-82). Significantly the question of land 

reform and establishment of rural democracy came to the 

fore. It has set a noticeable record regarding the lana~ 

. .v.-e-form activities, specially in cases of reclamation of 

vest and benami land from the hands of the landlords, 
~· 

distribution of the same among the poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers, recording the rights of share 

-croppers through a special drive known as 'operation barga' 

& successful movement for revision of wage for the 
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agricultural labourers are some of the important ones. 

The CPI(M)-led state governments, after coming to 

p-ower, had instituted the panchayat system which was 

virtually defunct for decades under the Congress rule. 
,'("· 

The CPI(M) has claimed that panchayats will expedite the 

unfinished land reform and will keep holding the result of 

land reforms achieved so far, only because, the present 

panchayats are the truly democratic body due to the wide 

participation of the poor peasants and agricultural 

laboures who constitute the majority in the countryside. 

It claimed that the strong hold of the vested interests 

has been curbed. The CPI(M) has claimed, that the peasant 

organisations and agricultural workers' associations have 

been entrusted to 1 ook after the land reform activities 

and democratisation of rural institutions which·constitute 

the main tasks embodied in the party programme for the 

completion of its declared 'People's :cemocratic Revolution'. 

The CPI has entered into the alliance led by the CPI(l\1) 

after 1982 and is carrying out its activities on the above 

issues. Now they equally claim the records set by tho 

left front governments of these states, as an example 

before the opp::-essed peasantry and the agricultural labourers 

of other states of India. 
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Section 2(ii) CPI(M) 's Views on Rural Democracy 

The CPl(M) thinks that in the stage of people's 

democratic revolution another most import task, after the 

radical agrarian reform, is the establishment of fullest 

democracy at the rural level. It considers the enormity 

of the problem, that in the country's vast rural sector 

where more than seventy per cent of the population reside, 

they have no real power to govern themselves. The vested 

interests - the landlords moneylenders and the propertied 

sections who constitute a minority in the rural population 

have monopolised the largest share of the rural economy 

and the power over rural administrative institutions. To 

redress the age-old oppression economically, socially and 

-~ol it-ically the programme of the CPI (Ivl) has stressed upon 

agrarian revolution with first priority and as a concomitant 

factor the next importance is on the establishment of rural 

democracy in the people's democratic stage. 

·rhe prcgramme of the party clearly stated its aims in 

the sphere of rural administration. The local bodies 

provided with power, responsibility and financial support, 

should be governed by the democ.z::atically elected represen

tatives of the people. These bodies are now under the 

clutches of vested interests in the vast Indian 

. d 108 
countrys~ e • 
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About the existing situation under the Congress rule 

iV) the- sphere of rural administration the party programme 

has sta1:ed : 

-·· 
11 'rhe administrative system being based 

on a highly centralised bureaucracy, ••• 
~vho are divorced from the masses and who 
obediently serve the interests of the 
e~)loiting classes. The so called panchayati 
raj of the people thus becomes an instrument 
of the ruling classes seeking to consolidate 
their power in the countryside. Real 
democracy of the people can have no place in 
such a bourgeois democracy run by the 
exploiters and their bureaucratsnl09. 
( .Hlnphasis added). 

Although there is a panchayati raj for the rural 

administration, still it has become an instrument in the 

hands of ruling classes. Particularly landlords and 

prOpertied sections are on top of the rural administration 

in collusion with the bureaucracy and judiciary. Persons 

holding higher positions in bureaucracy and judiciary are 

mostly 11 drawn from the bourgeois - landlord classes and 

get their education in exclusive institutions 11110 and they 

11essentially serve the interests of the exploiting classes 11111 • 

Actually the system of bureaucracy independent India 

inherited has not been serving the interests of the toiling 

mass of people, rural or urban. Relation between the 

people and the bureaucracy is that of the exploited and the 

agency of the exploiters. No basic change has taken place 

in the existing bourgeois-landlord rule112 • 
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During the freedom movement, the often-raised demands 

were those of abolition of landlordism; radical land reform, 

decentralisation of power and power to the people so that 

the people of independent India could enjoy the fruits of 

democracy economically, socially and politically. After 

independence, the bourgeois-landlord government wilfully 

avoided the decentralisation of power through the establish-

ment of panchayati raj. In lieu, Community Development 

Project was started in some selected areas on t.he advice of 

American advisors. With the advice of the American advisors, 

American help like the use of pesticides, use of modern 

agricultural implements made a headway for American market 

in India in the post-Second World War economic situation. 

After the passing of a couple years the Community LEvel op.-:-
.. 

ment Project yielded good·result for the upper stratum of 

the peasant".i:y and landlords and it had nothing to do for 

the upliftment of the rural poor, poor peasants including 

the middle peasants. Later,Balwantrai Mehta (1958) 

committee assessed the efficacy of the Community Development 

Project and recommended Panchayati R.aj system. As a result, 

Panchayati system was adopted by the ruling Congress 

government at the end of Second Five Year Plan periodo But 

it very soon became defunct, because the ruling party was 

not interested in decentralizing power or in placing power 

at the hands of the people. ·rherefore, the ~nchayati raj 

was handicapped from the birth of this institution. In some 
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states elections v-1ere held once or twice in the beginning 

but later for a period of more than one or two decades no 

election was held. This state of affairs existed all over 

India. eLections were held on the non-party basis but 

that did not mean non-class character of the Panchayati Raj. 

The landlords, the rich peasants and their stooges were 

mostly elected and remained in power over decades without 

any further election. ·rhere was no programmes for the 

upliftment of the rural poor, agricultural labourers and 

poor peasants. Rather the Panchayati Raj Institution 

became an instrument of oppression in the hands of the 

landlords and rich peasants. ·rhese institutions were not 

at all used for the execution of 1 and reforms, alleviation 

of the appalling condition of the rural poor, relieving 

destitution due to the vagaries of natural calamities, 

spread of elementary education, abolition of caste diffe-

rences and scarce of other social evils. Actually the 

panchayati raj .became the raj of the few - the landlord, 

tne 9easants, the moneylenders and rural businessmen and 

dealers. rhe pa-rticipation of the common people is totally 

discouraged~·in most of all the states even today except a 

fe>-v states where left and democratic parties are in power 
. 113 

since 1977 in the post emergency period • 

rhe programme of the party observed thus, 11 'rhe 

community development schemes and panchayati raj (panchayats, 

block samities and zill a parishads) the govarnment has 
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.::-1 itiated, despite the 1 imi ted social amenities, and bene-fits 

the people can derive from them, are in the final analysis 
.~· 

another device to extend and consolidate the rich peasant 

. . h . de114 and landlord base of the rul~ng class ~n t e rural s1. • 

Panchayati raj was instituted by the ruling congress 

Party as it had passGd a legislation for it with a 

prOpaganda that it had provided for the decentralisation 

of p01.-1er, poverty alleviation of the rural poor - poor 

peasants, artisans and agricultural labourers, distribution 

of vested lands among the poor peasants and improvement of 

agricultural production with the help of modern agricul tu.ral 

implements, seeds and manures. But the ruling Congress 

party constantly encouraged the landlords and rich peasants 

to extend and perpetuate its rural base. Therefore, it 

did not pay any attention to the poorest of the poor in the 

vast Indian countryside, the poor peasants and agricultural 

labourers. 

'l'he so called minimum wages legislation which was 

enacted in some states after years of pr1)mise and waiting 

was nothing but a piece of decoration for the statute book. 

The scale of wages and other conditions of work prescribed 

in these legislations are such that they are ei,:ther much 

bel ow the \oJage rate prevailing in the concerned areas and 

where higher rate had been fixed, they had not been 

enforced. The vast bulk of these labourers n8ither possess 

small house-site nor a hut to live in. Six months in the 
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year they are either completely unemployed or under-employed. 

several reports of the government and semi-governmental 

agencies clearly point aut that their real wages are falling, 

their empl oyrnent days are decreasing and their indebtedness 

is growing. Therefore the programme of the c~·r (M) asserts, 

' 1vJi·thout a radical change in their living condition, it is 

unthinkable to change the face of our degraded· rural life 

11115 . . . 
Democracy at the grass-root level is meaningless if 

the majority of the peOple living in the vast countryside 

- the· poor peasants, agricultural labourers and artisans, 
-~ 

the 1 O'vJer castes and backward communities are not rescued 

primarily ""from their economic penury. Social Oppression of 

caste by cast(:l, a legacy of the feudal society is still 

prevalent. Communal hatred and sex bias are other important 

evils -affecting the existing society. These age-old social 

evils are so deep-rooted that a thorough economic reform 

through radical agrarian re-organisation is the binding 

necessity. The various poverty alleviation programmes (like 

'2 0-points programme • 'Garibi Hatao' NREP (National Rural 

Employment Programme), IRDP (Integrated Rural Development 

Project), RLEJ3P (Rural Labour ilnployment Guarantee Programme), 

'Food For Work', etc.) which were drawn up from time to time 

proved to be inadequate measures, having little practical 

efficacy due to the political ill will of the ruling class. 

The existing ruling Congress party is not at all interested 
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in decentralising power despite the use of the name of 

I"la.hatma Gandhi for building sel £-sufficient villages with 

provision for compulsory primary education, encouragement 

of rural industries, abolition of untouchabilities and 

116 
power to the peaple, etc. • 

The CPI(M) has concentrated all its energy for its 

declared PeOple's D3mocratic revolution. This party has 

in this context emphasised the radical agrarian reform. 

Thus it is eager to bring about a thorough revolutionary 

change of the life of the rural masses in general and.poor 

peasants and agricultural labourers in particular who 

constitute the majority section of the rural population. 

These sections are the beneficiaries of the party's land 

reform efforts. ·rherefore, the party has been very keenly 

interested in organising and mobilising them for its desired 

aims. In the partisan struggle the CPI(M) is.interested 

in forging a unity of all the rural classes interested in 

the radical landreform and democratisation fin'nly basing on 

the agricultural labourers and poor peasants who constitute 

the rural proletariat but it reserves the ultimate power 

to guide all these movements at the hands of the working 

class leadership, the most farsighted section of the 

·people. The p~ogramme states, 

·- ••'rhe agricultural labourers and poor 
peasant who constitute 70 per cent of the 
rural households and are subjected to 
ruthless exploitation by landlords, by 



their very class position in present 
day society, will be basic allies of 
the working class u11 7. 

·rhe progra.rnme visualises that for the establishment 

·Of rural dernocracy the following sections of the rural 

mass will come fonvard : th~ agricultural labourers and 
~· 
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poor peasants, the middle peasants, the rural middle class 

intelligentsia and the 'patriotic and democratic forces •118• 

The programme observed that the agricultural 1 abourers and 

poor peasants are out and out revolutionary for their 

class position and that they are the 'basic allies of the 

working class •119 Therefore, they will be the basis of 

the rural democracy. The middle peasants too will be the 

•reliable allies in the democratic front •, because they are 

the victims of the depredations of usurious capital of 

f d 1 d . . dl ds120 h . h eu a an cap1.ta11.st lan or • ·r e rl.c peasants 

engage agricultural 1 abour on hire for work in their farms 

and they exploit the agricultural 1 ab ourers. rherefore, 

there is a hostility between them. The rich peasants aspire 

to join the ranks of capitalist landlords and they are the 

gainer to some extent for ·the Congress agrarian refonns. 

But they are worried about heavy taxation, high prices for 

industrial gcods, ravages of market under the grip of the 

monopolist traders and the policy of the bourgeois-landlord 

government. The programme visualises that, by and large, 

they also be brought into the democratic front and 

retained as allies for the people •s democratic revolution121 • 
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These. sections are to be mobilized for ensuring 

agrarian reform and also rural democracy; and the poor 

-peasants and agricultural labourers provide the leadership 

122 
as they constitute the "basic allies of the \'lorking class 11 

• 

In the peOple's democratic stage the following most 

important activities are to be performed (1) ensuring 

a wide network of local bodies from village upward, 

directly eleci:ed by the people and vested with 'p<Mer; 

l2) striving to infuse in all the social and political 

institutions the spirit of democracy, extending. democratic 

forms of initiative and control over every aspect of 

national life; (3) ensuring democracy by entrusting a key 

role to the peasant and agricultural workers ' associations; 

(4) abolition of social oppression on one caste by another 

.-::~1 untouchability being punished by law; (5) granting 

special facilities to scheduled castes, tribes, and other 
.-·· 

backward communities; (S) renoval of social inequalities 

and disabilities from which women suffer; ( 7) ensuring 

adequate wages and 1 iving conditions to agricultural 

labourers; (e) eradication of cultural bacb...,rardness of the 

poor and hungry peasants by providing material means to 

give education to their children; (~) taking steps to make 

the legislative and executive machinery more responsible 

to the democratic wishes of the people, etc. 123 

H:~ntion may be made that CPI (N) is keenly interested. 

in establishing rural democracy which is otherwise known as 
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Panchayati raj as seen in its party pr~ramme. However, 

it has sought to materialise the programmatic policies 

by infusing in all social and political institutions the 

124 spirit of democracy • Therefore it has taken practical 

steps in the field of 1 ocal administration; a wide network 

of local bodies from village upward has been created with 

directly elected representatives of the people and by 

. h . h l d ib 'l . t 125 
vest~ng t em w~t rea power an respons ~ ~ y 

In the post-emergency ~lection the ruling Congress 

party was ousted from the Central government and so also 

in some states., The CPI(M) emerged with the other leftist 

allies as strong electoral force in the state of West 

Bengal, Keral a and ;l'ripura. Coming to the state power, 

the CPI(M) put its primary task in th~ agrarian front and 

in the panchayat election. In West Bengal the election of 

Panchayat bodies \'las not held since 1964 to 1978. 

In 1978 panchayat election in West Bengal and in 

other CPI (M) -led state governments, CPI was not a frontal 

ally of the CPI(M)-led front governments. But in the 

Panchayat elections of 1983 and 1988 in ~'Jest Bengal the 

CPI participated as a partner in the Left front~ 

HoNever, the CPI(M) led Left front partners initiated 

the Panchayat system in ~Vest Bengal. This was the fii~st 

case where pol i·tical party based election was held. 
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The CPI ( M) leadership has claimed that the three 

-tire panchayati system in West Bengal is a form of rural 

democracy and unique in nature. It has thus·served as an 

example before the peaple of other states. Decentralisa

tion of pmver through the panchayat system has a great 

significance to the exploiting sections of the rural 

126 
peOple • 

It is claimed that the CPI(M)-led Left Front Government 

in West i:3engal has fully pursued the programmatic policy of 
~·· 

decentralisation of power. The panchayati system is the 

best example for rural democracy and rural development and 

it has ensured the active participation of the pOorer 

127 section of the rural mass • 

Citing the remark of the DevelOpment and Planning 

D.=partment, Government of itlest Bengal, Dr. As im Iasgupta 

a member of the CPI(M) has stated that the members of the 

Panchayats in West Bengal (1978) by a significant majority, 

are representing the interests of the poorer sections in . 

. 128 
the v~llages • 'I'he Panchayats have been entrusted with 

the responsibility of effeetive work for rural employment, 

rural development through somecivic measures, like 

provision of drinking water, roads etc., distribution of 

ceiling surplus land both for dwelling. and cultivation to 

the agricultural 1 abourers and poor peasants, advancing 

loans to the poor and above all the responsibility of land 



reform and increase of wages of the agricultural 

labourers
129

• 

Panchayat as an institution in the hands of the rural 

people particularly, tha majority section the rural poor, 

that has been mobilised not only for establishing democracy 

so that they can fight against the vested interests in the 

rural areas but .also became an instrument for radical land 

reform. In this connection Dr. Asim D3.sgupta has stated, 

that the involvement of the common people, of the potential 

beneficiaries, is considered to be very importanto For 

instance, the evidence of recorded bargadars, among others, 

has played a crucial role in detecting the ceiling surplus 

land
130

• The Panchayats, the peasant and agriculturers • 

organisations are the important pillars of land reform and 

rural development which was so far neglected by the 

congress government. 

Biplab resgupta of the CPI(N) has stated that the CPI(M) 

participates in the parliamentary, state legislativ.e and pan-. 

chayat elections with a definitely different s.tand point. It 

always judges things from the point of view of class basis. The 

panchayat system (though originally popularised by Mahatma 

Gandhi) acquired a different class character under the guidance 

of a communist party. It functions as a tool for ensuring 

--::emocracy and land reform only because the CPI(M) has been 

able to ensure the participation of the agricultural 
.-· 
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1 abourers, poor and middle peasants, rural educated middle 

0 'tl31 class ln l • Therefore, the panchayat system under the 

C.PI (lVi) leadership becomes an agent for ensuring rural 

develrypment and rural democracy. 

'l'ne CPI(M) claims that the West Bengal experiment of 

panchayati raj ·under the leadership of the party has been 

able to move a marked step forward for rural democracy. 

It has been a 1 iving example before the enslaved peOple of 

vast rural India. 

The views of the CPI on agrarian reforms and rural 

democracy differ widely from the CPI (I'-1) •s. Although any 

simple reading of their demands over tbe two issues are 

punched with the same sl CX]arls uttered in scores of times 

still their main difference lies in the individual 

appreciation of the problem and the urge for implementation 

of prCX]ramrnes for its solution. 'rhe CPI(M) since its 

formation has gone for a radical framing of the agrarian 

policy of the country on the basis of its assessment that 

semi-feudal land relations and concentration of land are 

the two existing dominant features in the agrarian front. 

Therefore, it has·put in its maximum and persistant effort 

for radical land reforms. On the contrary, the CPI has 

visualized that the agrarian situation of the country has 

been changed to a large extent the capitalist policies of 

the Congress rule since independence. For it, the dominant 
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character of the Indian agrarian economy is the growing 

capitalist relations of production in place of feudal and 

semi-feudal land relations which are one of the Objectives 

of the democratic stage. 'I'his understanding of the CPI 

directed it to expedite the struggle against the remnants 

of semi feudal 1 and relations and struggle for the increased 

~tJages of the agricultural. laboures. But it does not see 

any justification for concentrating all its energy achieve 

this aim, rather it pledges to fight the main battle against 

the big and monopoly reactions and imperialist penetration 

into the national economy. However the forthcoming chapter 

will analyse their respective practices and track-records 

to realise their respective programmatic policies on 

agrarian reforms and rural democracy with special reference 

to West Bengal. 

~· 
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